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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this paper is 10 review the currelll processi ng and resultant properties of standard
Nitinol wire for guidewi re applicalions. Optimized Ti-50.SNi (3\ .%) wire is manufactured according to industry standards by precise control of the composi tion , cold work, and continuous strain·
age annealing. The first part of thi s paper will provide the key altribUies of medical-grade Nitinol
wire. Mechanical properties of this wire are reported from - 100 to 200°C to demonstrate the effects
of test temperalUre and to establish the concept of a slIpereiaslic wil/doll'. It wi ll be shown that
within this window (0-60"C), the plateau stresses are linearly related to test temperalUre. The sec·
and part of this paper wi ll demonstrate the time and temperature effects required to shape·set med·
ical devices from the as·received Nitinol wire. It will be shown that these additional aging
treatments can be used as a potent tool to fine tune transform ation temperatures and, hence.
mechanical properties. The thi rd section will rev iew fatigue properties of processed wire under var·
ious conditions pertinent for the medical·device industry.

INTRODUCTION
The growth of Nitinol in the medical industries has exploded in the past 10 years. Patients and care
providers have encour.:lged the tmnsition from trad itional. open·surgical procedures that require
long hospi tal stays to less-invasive techniques, which arc oflen performed in outpatient facilities
I I]. This demand for minimall y invasive procedures has allowed novel instrumentation and
implants to be designed by engineers and physicians. An increasing number of these devices use
Nitinol as the critical component. Examples of these medical applications are richl y illu strated in
companion articles in this volume, and range from e ndoscopic instruments to implants such as
stents and fil ters 12-4J.
Si nce the d iscovery of the shape memory effect in TiNi alloys in the 1960s, metallurgists have
investigated methods to control mmsfonnation temperatures and mechanical properties through
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alloying additions. improved melting practices, and thennomcchanical processing (sec. for cxam~
pie. References 5 and 6). The production of many thousands of kilometers of wire for such diverse
products as cellular telephone antennas. eyeglass fmme components. guidewires. undergarment
supports, and orthodontic arch wires profoundly influenced Ihe acceptance of Nilinol in the marketplace. These commercial opportunities have allowed Nitinol suppliers 10 focus on improving processes for a few standard alloys rather than pursuing myriad boutique alloys with niche
applications. The composition and processes have been refined so thaI, for example. Ihc transformation lempermurc in final products is routinely controlled to within ± 3°e. More recently. the
availability of seamless tubing and sheet have provided designers with additional tools to solve
engineering problems. Furthermore. microfabrication techniques. such as laser machining and photoetching, have also contributed to the growth of miniature devices made from Nitinol [7.8].
Accordingly. Nitinol properties have become very predictable, which is a basic requirement of
design engineers. As the Nitinol industry has matured over the past two decades. terms such as
shape memory, slipere/a.l'ficity. recovery forces. plateall stresses, and transformarioll temperatllres
are now recogn ized by more than just a se lect few metall urgical specialists.
T he purpose of th is 3i1i cle is to review the processing and resultant properties of Ti-50.8Ni (at.%)
wire that has been manufactured for medical guidewire applications. These properties will be
shown to be a function of test temperature to illustrate the concept of a .mperela Jtit· window. The
effects of time and temperature required to shape set medical devi ce ~ from the as-received Nilinol
wire will also be discussed in detail. It will be shown that these additional aging treatments can be
used as a potent tool to fi ne tune transfonnation temperatures and hence, mechanical properties.
Fatigue resistance, which is a key property of medical devices. will also be discussed.

PROCESSING
Optimization o f the supcre lastic properties of Nitinol for a specific product is achieved through a
combination of cold work and heat treatment. The first step in optimizing the thermomechanical
treatments of wire and tubing products is to draw the material through a series of dies to achieve 30
to 50% reduction in cross-sectional area (9) . Continuous strain annealillg ensures that the entire
spool of wire will be processed with identical thermomechanical treatment. resulting in a product
with uniform properties from end to end. Figure I shows a schematic of a typical continuous strain
straightening process line.

Pay-Off & Tension Control

Furnace

Speed Control

Take-Up

Figllre I Schematic diagram of a cOlltilluolls strarrd of anneali"g equipmelll for optimiz.el! productio" of Nitinol superela.rtic wire.
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Continuous strand straightening usually occurs in a temperature range of 450 to SSO°C under a
stress of 35 to 100 MPa. As the wire moves into the heat zone. it will initially want to shrink in
length and grow in diameter due to the Shape Memory EffeCi (SME) not suppressed by the cold
work of the drawing process (springback). As the wire temperature rapidly increases, its strength
wilt drop and with the applied strain witl straighten the wire. Depending o n the magnitude of the
strain . the wire diameter may also reduce slightly. In the continuous process, it is difficult 10 measure the active strains duri ng straightening as they occur inside the furnace. However, the following
vertical strai ghtening example can help define the strains operating during the continuous process.
During vertica l straightening of discreet lengths of wire. the wire is heated via e lectrical resistance
and is, therefore, exposed to make visible measurements. As a 1.5 mm diameter wire was being
electrically straightened, il showed a max imum springback of 1.2% during heating and a 2.4%
extension strain at the end of the straightening cycle. Similar strains would be expected with the
continuous strain straightening method.
Straightness. mechanical properties, and the active Af are all affected by the speed and temperature
parameters of the straightening process. As with ai l lhermally activated proces!>es, time-at-temperature controls the li nal properties of the wire. More time-at-temperature softens the wire and moves
its mechanical properties toward a fully annealed product while short times leave the material
ctoser to the high-strength, cold-worked state. A balance must be developed between these two
extremes to optimize Ihe superelastic properties. The requirements of the final product will help
define the process panlmeters. A high-torqueable gu idewire may require slower speeds than a highstrenglh wire thai has a lable-roll straightness requ irement . Addi tional speed and temperature
adjustments may be necessary to meet any active Ar requirements as well (sec discussions be low).

PROPERTIES
In this section we will document the mechanical propcnies from -100 to 200D C 10 illustrate how
test tempenlture affects performance. Furthermore, si nce many wire and tubing products are givcn
additional thermal shape seuing, we will establ ish the effects of aging time and temperature treatments on Iransformation and mechanical properties.
EFFECTS OF TEST TEMPERATURE

The tensile curves shown in Figure 2 illustrate thai the mechanical behavior of Nitinol varies
greatly fro m -\()() to ISOaC. In these tests. wires with an As of -2rC and Af of 11°C were pulled to
6% strain, unloaded to zero Slress, and then pulled to failure. At the lowest lesl temperatures, the
wires are manensitic, and the high residual strai ns arc fully recovered by heating above Afafter 6%
strain. From about 0 to 100°C, the tensile curves ex hibit superelastic flags, and we nOte that il
becomes more difficult to stress induce mancnsite as the test temperature increases. Along with the
increase in the plateau stresses, the permanent set also increases with temperature. The tensile
behav ior at 100°C. with a high permanent set but with a well-defined unloading curve, indicates
that deformation is accommodated by a combination of stress-i nduced manensite and conventional
plasticity. Above 150°C, however, the wire defomls by plastic mechanisms rather than martensitic
transformations. which results in a li near unloading curve. The temperature where il is too difficult
to stress induce manensite is defined as Md; in the present case, Md is between 100 and 150°C.
The effects of test temperature on the tensile curves shown in Figure 2 may be further analyzed by
considering a few of the key auribules. For example. Figure 3 shows the temperature dependence of
the permanent sct from thcse wires after unloading from 6% strain. At lower temperatures, the unresolved strai n is due to deformat ion of the martc nsite. and can be recovered by heating above A(. The
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Figure 2 Effect oj fesl lempermure on the mechanical behavior of Nitinol wire. Th ere is a systematic increase ill the loading and ullioading plateau stresses with il/creasillg le.w temperature; below
O°C, the structure is marlensil e and above 150°C the graph shows COllve llfiOllal defarmarian oflhe
austenite; inlermediClle temperatures all show classic trans/o rmational slIpere/asliciry.

residual strain is nearly zero between 0 and 6(J C, which defines the superelastic window for this
alloy. As noted above, the non-recoverable plastic strain is about I % at 100°C and then increases to
about 3% <It Isoac . Many medical 3ppl ications require superelastic behavior between room temperature and body temperature. Therefore, this 6Qoe window is perfeclly centered about the intended
application range.
Q

Figure 4 shows the effects o f lest tempermure on the loading, unloading, and ultimate te nsile stress.
We see that there is a li near relationship between plateau stress and temperature between about
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=

oand 60°C for the unloading plateau and up to I SO"C for the loading plateau. These variations in
pl ateau stress follow the Clausius-Clapeyron relationship for a fi rst-order transformation ( IO}:

da
dT

- 6H
EoT

Where dcris the change in plAteau stress. T is the testtemperdlUre.IlHis the lmem heat of transformation (obtained from DSC measure ments). and Eo is the transformational slrain. Il H and EQ are
controlled by the crystallography of the trdnsformatio n and can be considered constants. The right
side of the equ31ion therefore defines the stress relle for the stress- induced transfonnatio ns. For the
present case. the stress fme is 6.1 MPaI"C. wh ich is within the typical range of 3 to 20 MParC for
Nitinol <llIoys [11). The consequence of this relationship is th;ltthe mechanical propeni c.~ of liNi
alloys depend directly on the transformation tempcr-Jturc ,Uld test te mperature. The ultimate te nsile
Stress grddually decreases from approx.imately - I 00 to Iserc with a slight minimum at ISO"C_ The
UTS and plnteau stress converge above th is te mperature. which is a further indication that M(j is
near 150"C.
The inilial li near portion of the tensile stress-strain curves in Figure 2 may also be analyzed. The
modu lus of the wires changes dramatically as the temperature increases from -100 to ISOOC. as
shown in Figure S. The implication of these data for guidewirc-type applications is that the wires
will tend to droop under their own weight at lower temperatures compared with higher sti ffness at
higher temperJtures_
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EFFECTS OF AGING TREATMENTS
Several investigators have shown that optimal superelastic penomumce can be achicved in Nitinol
alloys that have a combination of cold work and aging heat treatments ( 11 , 12). Precise control of
these thermomechanical treatments can lead to reproducible mechanical propenies and transfonna·
tion temperatures. TiNi alloys with 50.8% Ni respond wcl l to agi ng heat treatments to tune in the
desired properties. The intent of this section is to provide the background necessary to shape sel
straig ht Nitinol wire from the above section into another unique shape.
Nishida, et Il l. established the effects of aging time and temperature on the TiNi precipitation reactions in Ti-52%Ni alloys by metallographic tcchniques 11 3J. They observed precipitation sequence
ofTt IINit4-Ti2Ni)"TiNi3 in the TiNi matrix at temperalures between 500 and 800°C and for t i mc.~
up to 10,000 hours and presented the data in a Ttme-Tcmperature-TrJnsformation (TTT) diagram.
Their work gave grem insight into the metallurgical 1001 of controlling precipitation reactions in
Nitinol alloys. Clearly. however. the times investigated by Nishida. et al. are significantly longer
than can be tolerated in a production environme nt . Therefore, straight wires fro m the previous section (Af = 11°C) were aged between 300 and 600°C for 2 to 180 minutes to characterize the effect s
on transformation temperature and mechanical properties, Figure 6 illustrates these effects on the
Af temperature. We note that the transformation temperature docs not change significamly at
300°C, Also, at 500°C. the Ar increases slightly at shon times. but docs not increase rapidly. The
intermediate temperatures. namely 350 to 450°C, havc a greater impact on the transformation ternperatuTC. At the highest aging temperatures, 500 to 600°C. there is an initial decrease in Ar and then
a rapid increase, Ad mil1cdly. these trends of temperature and time on the Af may appear cou ntt'.rintuitive. However, more clarity is gained by grouping the time-temperature conditions to obtain
common Af temperatures. Figure 7 is such a 1TT diagram. where each c·cur"l! represents the loci
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(at. %) Nilillol wire willi a starting Af iempemlllre of / Joe are showll. The data/rom Figure 6 are
re-plotled 10 illustrate Ihe convellfiollal TIT diagram; the maximum precipila/iQII r(l/C is 01 aboUi
450°C; between 5()() alld 6Of)°C the precipitates dissolve alld lend 10 lower Ihe Ai a lIew precipitate
forms a/ these higher temperatures.
of constant A(. This ligure illustrates thallhere is a maximum in the precipitation reaction aI about
450°C; i.e., the Af increases most rapid ly after heat lreatmems aI450°C. For example, at 450°C, the
Af increases from lloC in the as-stnlighlened wire to 300 afler aging for on ly 5 minutes. To reach
the same 300 Af at SOO"C takes about 60 minutes and at 300"C the time exceeds 180 mi nutes.

e

e

It is certainly beyond the scope o f this article to review the metall urgy o f precipitation reactions.

However, the shape of these curves can be understood by briefly exploring two factors that govern
diffusional nucleation and growth of precipitates (14]. At high temperatures. there is suffic ientthermal energy 10 permit rapid dilTusion of Ni and Ti atoms in Ihe matrix.. It becomes more difficult for
the ato ms to form a preci pitate nucleus as the temperature increases due to higher atomic mobi lily.
At lower temperatures. however, just the opposite situation occurs: here there are high nucleation
niles but low dilTusion rates. These two processes are optimized at the intcrmcdiate temperatures
(3S0-47S"C) to achieve maximum precipitation rates. The Ar change, therefore, is due to relative
Ni and Ti atom d iffu ~ion. where the Ni atoms congregate in the precipitates and the Ti atoms move
to the Ti Ni matrix phase. As the matrix becomes enriched in Ti, the transformat ion temperature
increases as expected from the relationship o f composition on transformation tempenllure liS].
Although the overall composition of the material remains Ti-SO.8%Ni. localized shifts of composition affect the trunsformation temperalures.
The trends in the TIT curves indicate that a single precipitation reaction (Ti IINi 14) occurs in the
temperature range from 300 to 500°C. Between 500 and 600"C, however, there are cusps in the Af
curves. Above SOO"C, the Ti l lNi 14 precipitates dissolve, and there is a corresponding decrease in
the tl"llllsformalion lempcnlture as the Ni atoms d iffuse baek into the matrix. At longer times above
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500°C, the TI2Ni) phase precipitates, which requi res an even greater amoun! of Ni to diffuse away
from the matrix. Precipitatio n of this phase. thererore. will again increase the Ar but at different
reaction Tales than for Ti ll Ni t4 . These findin gs arc consistent with Miyazaki 's microstructural
study ofli-SO.6%Ni alloys after agi ng for 60 minutes at 400. S()(). and 600°C' 121. His results demonstrate that the mrutimum density of Ti IINi t4 preci pitates is obtained at 400"C.
The effects of the aging treatments o n the loading plateau stress are shown in Figure 8. Since the
wire was strain-aged during the initial processing. these additional aging treatmems do not increase
the loadi ng plateau. Aging temperatures in the 300 to 500"C range systematically decrease the
loading plateau. as we would expect with the increase in Ar temperature. Above 500cC. there is an
initial decrease in loading plateau stress and then a more rapid decrease as aging and annealing precesses occur. The effects of aging o n the UTS are more interesting, as seen in Figure 9. Here the
aging trcalmenlS between 300 and 450°C increase the UTS. This ill ustrates that the Til tNil4 precipitates arc effective barriers to dislocation motion and act to strengthen the matrix. Although we
know that precipitates fonn during aging above 500°C. there is a dramatic decrease in UTS. c.<;pecially at 600°C. The decrease in plateau and tensile stress at these higher temperatures reflects that
this is an effective temperature range for annealing (dislocation annihilmion).
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- . - 400C

-0- 500C
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600C
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Figure 8 Effect oftime and temperalllre 011 the loading plc/teew ofaged 7i-50.BNi (at. %) (1I10),. 71iese
stress da/(l corresp()IullO the Ajtemperatures show/! ill Figures 6 (111(17; there is a s),srelllMic
{/ecrease ill plawau stress with illcreasillg tempcr(ltllre; there is a ,,/Ore dramatic: effect above 550°C.
The above aging discussion points out that the transformation temperature can be readily adjusted
by selecting an appropriate time and temperature. Higher Ar temperatures are achieved by aging in
the 300 to 500°C range. Additionally. the Af can be lowered by short aging times between SOO and
600°C due to resolutionizing of the precipitates. II should be noted that the exact times and temperatures to achieve a particular transformalion te mperature may need to be adjusted to accommodate
fixture mass and rurnace conditio ns.
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FATIGUE PROPERTIES
Fatigue life is a maj orconcem for biomedical implant applicalions. For example. the U.S. Food and
Drug Administration requires proof o f fatigue resistance of 10 years (400 mill ion cycles) in simulated body e nvironme nt for intravascular stems [16} . Pedersen. et al. measured 6% average diameIral strain in proximal aorta al 100 mmHg pressure differential [ 17). Therefore, an implanted device
could be exposed 10 pulsatile strains as high as 6% for a lO-year implantation period. The actual
mean strain to which the implant is subj ected depends on material ond design fo clors. However.
whether the stem is manufactured from woven wire, etched sheet. or laser-cut tubing. the strut sections undergo cyclic bending deformation. Furthermore. many Nitinol medical products are tested
under l1ccelerated pulsatile conditions that allow only periodic observations to ensure thl1t the
devices hove survived [ 18]. A logical approach, however. may be to supplement these submi ssion
tests with more fundl1mcntal bend-fatigue studies on wires or sten! elements [ 19- 23 ]. The purpose
of the present section, therefore. is to review the effects of strain amplitude, stress. and test temperature on the fl1ti gue life of binary TiNi al loy wires.
Miyazl1ki and co-workers tested cold-worked and aged Ti-50.9Ni and Ti-50.0Ni (al.%) wires in a
rotary-bend apparatus [ 17,19.20]. The specimens were fixed in a bent shape with a suitable radius of
curvature to induce a desired strain at the specimen surface at test temperatures above and below A f ·
Figure 10 shows the (outer fiber) strain amplitude (Ea) versus the number of rotations to fracture (Nf )
relationship at each test tcmperature for the two alloys. The upper diagram prescms three curves for
the Ti-SO.9at.%Ni alloy and the lower diagram s hows the data for the Ti -SO.ON i (at.%) alloy. BOIh
alloys show a general trend of increasing fatigue life with decreasing test temperature in the highcycle fatigue regions (high and intennediate strain·amplitude regions). In the higher Ti al1oy, the
fati gue end urance limit increases with decreasing temperature below Af The fati gue limit is insensitive to tcmperature for the TI-50.0Ni (at.%) alloy above Af and for all conditions for the Ti-50.9Ni.
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temperature (after Miyazaki, et aJ. ).

Miyazaki, et al. carefully studied the details of tensile stress-strain curves to gain insight into the
fundamental mechanisms that influence fatigue behavior and give rise to the differences observed
in Figure 10 [20]. They measured the proportional stress limit (C'f,,) and the critical stress to induce
the martensitic transformation ( UM) as well as the corresponding strains as schematically ill ustrated
in Figure II . Below the proportional limit strain (£I' r)' [here is pure e la.stic deformati on; whereas,
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between cpr and the el astic limit strain (E~) . there is anelaslic deformation including microscopic
local twinning or microscopic local stress-i nduced transfonnalion. The authors funher note that the
difference between Epr and Et! is small below Af and increases with increasing temperature above
Ar• especially for the Ti-50.0Ni (al.%) alloy.

-- --~------------~J
(J,

PI

---

Strain (%)
Figure J I Schematic Siren-strain ClIn't! of a supereillslic TiN; al/o)' thOi il/lls/rates 'he proportiollal stress filii if ((1p,) al/d f/ie crilicaf sIress 10 iJldllce the lIIartel!.~itic (ramjanl/lIlioll ( (1,,,) alld
corres/JOI/dillg .ftrailiS (after Kim lind Miyazaki).

The d ifference s in the fat igue behavior of these wires can be furt her understood by considering the
mechanisms of the phase defannation. Above A f • deformation occurs by stress-induced martensite.
which is the most severe among the modes tested. Between As and A f • deformation is partial stressinduced martensite and partial twi nni ng of the martensite. Test ing just below As. the fi rst cycl e is
stress-induced martensite that is fo llowed by twinning o f the martensite. At the lowest test temperatures, deformation is accommodated by martensit ic twinning. It is interesting that the fatiguecrac k propagation behavior of TiNi alloys is also differentiated by the details of the deformation
mode. Crack-growth rates are found to be faster and the fat igue threshold values are lower than
conventional metallic engineering alloys of comparable strength 124,25J. Dauskardt. et al. and
Melton and Mercier observed that fatigue-crac k growth rates were much slower in fully martensitic
TiNi alloys than in alloys that undergo a stress-induced transformation 124.261.
Rotary bend testing provides data for conditions of zero mean strain with fu lly alternating cyclic
strains. Recent repOTls o f fatigue testing of stent elements include cond it ions of non-zero mean
suains 121-23). These data ind icate that strai n e nd urance limit does not strongly depend on mean
strain at a constant test temperature. These trends have profound implications on analysis of device
safety factors compared with ty pical linear-elastic. Goodman-type construction.
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CONCLUSIONS
Thc goals of this paper were to corre late the properties of TiNi alloys with processing and lest temperature. Optimized Ti-5D.8N i (at. %) wire was manufactured according to industry standards by
precise control of the compositio n, cold work, and continuous strain-age annealing. Properties of
as-processed wires vary between tesl lemperatures between - 100 and 150°C. For the particular thermomechanical processing of the present wire. there is a slIl>erelastic window between about 0 and
60°C. Aging treatments between 300 and 600°C can be used to tune final transfonnation tcmperatures and mechanical properties. II was shown that aging pro mOtes strengthening of the UTS duc to
precipitation reactions; however. these preci pi tates were not effective barriers to the martensite-austenite interface. Low-cycle fatigue properties were shown to vary wi th test temperature for two
binary TiNi altoys. However. there is a gener-dl trend for nearly constant endunmce limits under
high-cyclc fatigue conditions.
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